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Stanford HAI Artificial Intelligence Bill of Rights

The Stanford Institute for Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence (HAI) offers the following submission for consideration in response to the Request for Information (RFI) by the White House Office of Science and Technology on public and private sector uses of biometric technologies. While our intention with this response is to examine the uses of biometric technologies as per the RFI, we also take the implications of broader artificial intelligence (AI) technologies into consideration. Biometrics and AI are uniquely intertwined. We can decouple these two technologies only to an extent and must understand both the full impacts of AI and how the biometric paradigm disproportionately affects marginalized groups and exacerbates inequities. Following Dr. Eric Lander and Dr. Alondra Nelson’s recent call for a bill of rights to safeguard the American public against powerful technologies in an opinion piece for Wired,¹ we produce this set of six principles that recommends:

- Ensuring AI-powered biometric systems are developed and deployed in a manner that supports fundamental democratic values with respect to the rule of law, basic civil liberties, and universal human rights.
- Safeguarding fairness and rights to nondiscrimination.
- Ensuring transparency and explainability during development and due process rights in application.
- Strengthening participation of civil society organizations in important AI use and governance conversations.
- Embedding accountability measures into system design.
- Enhancing citizen education in relation to AI and its impacts.

Ensuring AI-powered biometric systems are developed and deployed in a manner that supports fundamental democratic values with respect to the rule of law, basic civil liberties, and universal human rights

AI is arming governments with unprecedented capabilities to track, surveil, and monitor individuals.² For example, the pervasive tracking of individuals in public spaces via surveillance cameras, voice recognition systems, and social media not only interferes with individuals’ rights to privacy, but also affects their rights to freedom of speech, expression, and association.³ The
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use of such technologies by law enforcement potentially alters how individuals exercise such rights, including fundamental democratic guarantees of lawful social and political participation and protest. In short, biometric tracking can chill the potential of participatory democracy. Moreover, nation-states with known human rights abuses and unaccountable government institutions can exploit the power of AI and biometrics, which poses a direct threat to open democratic societies.

Therefore, incorporating democratic and human-centered values in both public and private uses of AI should be the central concern in developing and deploying AI-powered biometric technologies. First, it is important to identify democratic principles that developers of AI systems should abide by, namely the rule of law, civil liberties, and universal human rights. The benchmark of democratic principles rather than democratically sanctioned policy is essential here. All governments must recognize that “democracy supporting technologies” does not simply mean developers complying with legislation or rules passed by a government of a democratic society, which could include illiberal democracies or democracies facing significant stress and decline. The key tension is to navigate between companies adhering to the decisions made by governments in democratic societies and adherence to a set of democratic ideals. Building institutional arrangements for the latter is far more difficult and far more important.

In the United States, the commercial sector has been the primary incubator of AI innovation, but leaving AI technology free to develop without guardrails presents a wide range of dangers. Steps to embed democratic and human-centered values into AI development could include updating existing regulations on antitrust and nondiscrimination or enhancing rule-of-law practice such as designating oversight agencies to monitor and audit AI systems. Moreover, funding academic research or public-private partnerships with an emphasis on incorporating democratic principles could foster the protection of individual liberties, human rights, and data privacy during the development phase.

Finally, building a pro-democracy technology alliance to coordinate strategies against the abuse of AI-powered biometric technologies can slow the development of AI-enabled digital authoritarianism. President Biden convened the inaugural Summit for Democracy in December 2021 that brought together leaders from government, civil society, and the private sector to tackle
challenges confronting democracies and bolster democratic institutions. Specifically, the summit participants recommended we “invest in the development, use, and governance of technology that advances democracy and human rights.” Failure to bolster democratic institutions in the face of rapidly developing AI would diminish their relevance, and the private sector and authoritarian governments would become more powerful.

Ideas to Explore

- Update antitrust and civil rights regulations and enhance rule-of-law practice to compel the private sector to adopt a democracy-supporting and individual-rights-protecting vision of AI science and technology.
- Increase investment and fund academic research or public-private partnerships in AI-powered biometric innovations infused with democratic values.
- Support norm-setting efforts on AI-powered biometric technologies at the international level to support human rights and rule of law.
- Coordinate with other democratic countries and global civil society organizations to promote democratic values in AI and place export controls and human rights sanctions with its allies to deny authoritarian regimes resources used to develop mass surveillance technologies.

Safeguarding fairness and rights to nondiscrimination

From healthcare and education to finance and the environment, governments and industries around the world are embracing AI-powered approaches to doing business and solving social problems. AI applications have the potential to reduce discrimination caused by structural and systemic inequities as well as human subjectivity, yet they can also introduce or exacerbate bias leading to discriminatory decisions that create injustice and undermine public trust in AI. Research has shown that AI-powered biometric technologies have disproportionate impacts on women, underrepresented racial and ethnic groups, the LGBTQIA+, the economically disadvantaged, and people with disabilities.10

For example, a hiring algorithm used by Amazon to screen résumés scored the applications of men higher than those of women—including by downgrading résumés that contained words like “women’s” and degrees from all-female colleges.11 In addition, researchers have found major commercial facial recognition systems, built on the processing and analysis of biometric data (specifically, face images), often perform far more accurately on lighter-skinned faces compared
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to darker-skinned faces and on faces of male individuals compared to faces of female individuals.\textsuperscript{12} They performed worst of all on the faces of Black women.\textsuperscript{13} Moreover, it is important to acknowledge that discrimination is not simply non-recognition, or being unseen. In other words, it is not just a problem of data or solving accuracy. We must address issues outside of the technology realm, such as certain populations being overly-surveilled by institutions of power.\textsuperscript{14}

State governments are increasingly allowing or requiring AI-powered risk assessment tools in criminal justice sentencing decisions,\textsuperscript{15} which raises important concerns about explainability, equal protection, and due process. Due process is a constitutional right provided by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments that ensures fairness in legal proceedings and safeguards defendants against erroneous deprivations of life, liberty, and property. Using such tools may introduce bias into the decision-making of sentencing without any potential for explaining a black-box decision, thereby undermining the due process right.\textsuperscript{16} For example, if a dataset is missing input from particular populations or infected by past discriminatory practices, using that dataset to build an AI-powered sentencing tool may yield results that are unfair or inequitable to certain underrepresented or protected groups.

Therefore, designing fair algorithms is more important than ever. One of the challenges in making AI systems fair lies in deciding how to make mathematically tractable the ideal of “fairness.” The case of the COMPAS algorithm, a proprietary algorithmic-based risk assessment tool developed to help parole boards assess recidivism risks, provides an example of such a challenge. A study by ProPublica found that while the tool correctly predicted recidivism for Black and white defendants at roughly the same rate, it misclassified the Black and white defendants over a two-year follow-up period.\textsuperscript{17} Developers of the COMPAS technology argued that the algorithm was fair since it predicted the same likelihood of recidivism across all groups regardless of race.\textsuperscript{18} But the ProPublica study shows that Black defendants are more likely to be classified as higher recidivist risks than white defendants, and Black defendants who do not re-offend are predicted to be riskier than white defendants who do not re-offend.

While there has been much research on how to quantitatively evaluate fairness, there is no general consensus.\textsuperscript{19} The problem is twofold. First, defining fairness is not an easy task—there can be multiple reasonable conceptions of fairness. The normative approach to ensure fairness treats everyone the same. But such an approach fails to take into account that not everyone starts

\textsuperscript{12} Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018.
\textsuperscript{13} Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018.
\textsuperscript{14} Ruha Benjamin, 2019, Race After Technology: Abolitionist Tools for the New Jim Code (Polity, 2020); Catherine D'Ignazio and Lauren F. Klein, Data Feminism (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2020)
\textsuperscript{16} Black-box here refers to the system or model not being able to explain its output or decision, see: Frank Pasquale, The Black Box Society: The Secret Algorithms That Control Money and Information (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2016).
off on equal ground, with equal resources and access to the same opportunities. For example, consider the question of public school funding. It might seem that equal per pupil funding is what fairness requires. But do children with special needs—physical or cognitive handicaps—deserve identical funding as children without special needs? Fairness here seems to require greater funding for those with special needs. So to promote fairness and achieve equity, one should not aim to treat everyone the same, but to remove structural barriers to equal access to the opportunities, with the recognition that even this alone is insufficient to mitigate systemic inequities that persist. In other words, equal access is but one, if essential, step towards “fairness.”

Second, fairness could be construed as the property of an individual or of groups. In the example of criminal justice sentencing, the former means defendants with identical criminal histories receive the same predictive score when reviewed by algorithms, whereas the latter refers to the share of ethnic minority defendants who are rated with the same level of recidivist risk as that of ethnic majority ones. While both conceptions of fairness seem reasonable and both have limitations, it is challenging to adopt both at the same time when designing algorithms.

Where there is no singular definition of fairness, AI systems designed to maintain the status quo—as the COMPAS algorithm is set up to do—have the potential to perpetuate and exacerbate inequality. Therefore, to build fair AI systems, we need to define and quantify what we mean by a fair outcome—that is, truly equal access to resources at the beginning and attention to the backend impacts, whether or not there were claims a process was “fair.”

**Ideas to Explore**

- Identify fairness considerations and approaches up-front, and involve multi-stakeholders, such as experts in the relevant domain and across disciplines, in the conversation.
- Explore a legally viable path for algorithmic fairness under current constitutional doctrines.
- Develop testing and monitoring mechanisms to detect and mitigate fairness-related harms.

**Ensuring transparency and explainability during development and due process rights in application**

Many elements of the rule of law and democratic societies rely on access to information. Transparency facilitates public discourse, evidence-based policymaking, regulatory oversight,
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judicial review, and journalistic scrutiny. In the case of AI-powered biometric technologies, understanding how AI systems work and how algorithms arrive at their decision promotes public trust in the responsible use of such technologies and ensures democratic norms during development and application.

However, private companies often keep crucial information about the inner workings of AI systems under wraps. This makes it difficult to understand exactly how biometric information is processed and where errors in biometric data analysis may originate. The black-box nature of AI systems, or not knowing how an algorithm reaches its conclusion, only adds to this opacity. This results in an information gap that prevents the public from knowing or responding to any AI missteps. Employers, for example, are increasingly using video surveillance and webcams that collect biometric information like eye movements or facial expressions to track worker performance. Without understanding how these technologies work, employees are unable to get a justification or explanation of an AI-based decision and lose their ability to appeal to such a decision as a result.

While we might not know how an AI system produces unintended results, we can know what was intended for the system in the first place. Requiring the transparency of training data and procedure, documentation detailing performance characteristics, and iterations of algorithms, for example, sheds light on the explainability of AI systems. Moreover, access to reliable explanations for different audiences is equally important. The “right to explanation” clause in the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires businesses to provide rationales for decisions made by the AI system. Such an explanation could be used, for example, as a basis for the public’s right to appeal against an automated decision.

**Ideas to Explore**

- Develop audit trail requirements and documentation of AI-powered biometric systems that cover all steps of the AI development process, which could include model architecture, training data, records of exhibited bias and previous predictions, etc.
- Require private companies to provide a right to explanation of decisions made by automated or AI systems.
- Implement executive and legislative actions to mandate developers of AI systems to provide access for auditing via independent regulatory agencies, such as the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), or third-party organizations.
- Implement bias and safety bug-bounty programs, allowing individuals to report algorithmic bias or security vulnerabilities to an organization and receive rewards or compensation, for AI systems to increase incentives for broader scrutiny of AI systems.
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**Strengthening participation of civil society organizations in important AI use and governance conversations**

To help address the challenges AI-powered biometric technologies raise, the role of civil society is more important than ever. Civil society consists of nongovernmental and not-for-profit organizations outside the public and private sectors “that have a presence in public life [and] express the interests and values of their members and others, based on ethical, cultural, political, scientific, religious or philanthropic considerations.” Such organizations bring important perspectives to discussions over how to harness the power of AI to benefit all parts of society while also minimizing any negative impacts on protected groups. Civil society also forms an important bulwark against authoritarian and unaccountable governments.

Civil society has a history of advocating a human-centered approach on behalf of underrepresented or marginalized populations. For example, in the face of new emerging risks during past industrial revolutions, organized associations, such as faith-based charities and labor unions, and other friendly societies, helped improve worker conditions and reduce new emerging risk. Today, civil society can play a similar role to shape the future of biometric technologies.

As governments and private companies confront the issue of engaging with the public and earning their trust when deploying AI-powered biometric technologies in sensitive sectors like healthcare and finance, civil society can bring balance and perspective to the conversation. It can fill blind spots and ease fears among those who stand to lose the most in a world dominated by unchecked algorithms and data.

**Ideas to Explore**

- Mandate federal and local governments to consult representatives from community and civil society organizations when developing rules and regulations related to AI.
- Require private companies to conduct stakeholder consultations with civil societies and seek out their guidance during the development of AI technologies to augment human capabilities and ensure the inclusion of diverse developers of AI systems, representative datasets, and nondiscriminatory practices.

**Embedding accountability measures into system design**

The democratic governance of AI-powered biometric technologies requires strong accountability mechanisms to keep these systems in check—for instance, so others can intervene in the event of dangerously incorrect decisions. This goes hand in hand with transparency: While the preceding transparency and explainability point focuses on developers, it is also essential for third parties to be able to access that information and hold systems accountable in response. A lack of
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accountability can be incredibly dangerous in certain settings, such as with opaque AI applications making recommendations or decisions in a medical setting.\textsuperscript{30}

Part of this is technical. Independent, third-party organizations need access to AI system data and code to run technical audits or impact assessments. New York City, for example, adopted a law to require third-party bias audits of algorithms used by employers in hiring or promotions.\textsuperscript{31} Third parties like researchers, civil society groups, community organizations, and regulators also need access to transparency and explainability information used internally by an organization, so they can fully understand and assess the design and deployment of AI-powered biometric technologies. Industry can also embed accountability mechanisms into system design, such that human interventions are possible (e.g., in clinical settings and law enforcement settings) as necessary.

Other parts of internal accountability regimes, however, are not technical. Companies developing AI tools need not only internal ethical guidelines (e.g., policies on transparency and explainability) but also human involvement in accountability structures, such as “rank-and-file employee representation on the board of directors, external ethics advisory boards, and the implementation of independent monitoring and transparency efforts.”\textsuperscript{32} Congress, for example, has introduced bills in the past few years to mandate companies to conduct annual audits or impact assessments of AI algorithms.\textsuperscript{33}

\textit{Ideas to Explore}

- Implement executive and legislative actions to allow third-party auditor access to AI data and source code, as well as other transparency and explainability information, for the purposes of external researcher, civil society, and regulator assessments.
- Consider best practices that could be recommended to industry for embedding accountability mechanisms to test the outcome or results of its AI systems.

\textbf{Enhancing citizen education in relation to AI and its impacts}

Understanding of AI is becoming a more important part of modern civic participation as AI-powered biometric applications are already shaping how citizens receive political advertisements, political news, and voting information around elections through social media platforms. Akin to the rapid emergence of computer science (CS) coursework in secondary schools, developing and enhancing education around AI and biometrics would empower citizens to better participate in the emerging policy and civic discourse around these technologies.
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Notably, this can also occur through government agencies doing public outreach, exploring curricula in public schools, and supporting related research in higher education. It is incumbent upon the federal government to initiate, design, and promote educational programs to better inform the American public on the ethical and rights-based challenges of AI and biometric technologies.

More than half of US high schools now offer CS courses, in light of the growing role of software in daily life and in recognition of the growing value of exposure to programming. There are still troubling inequities in the quality, accessibility, and tailoring of this education across racial, gender, and socioeconomic class lines. For instance, one study found that significant performance gaps in CS coursework emerge between male and female students as early as 10 years old. Nonetheless, this kind of education exposes citizens at an early age to CS, which touches every aspect of their lives. This can increase familiarity in general by engaging with powerful technologies, and it also gives future voters substantive exposure to software that shapes daily life. It must be done, however, with substantial focus on technology ethics—something missing in many current CS education programs—and in this case, with a focus on the ethics of designing, developing, and deploying AI and biometrics systems. This should include understanding the ethical implications of these technologies, the ethical frameworks and policies in place around their development, and what future ethics should look like, from engineers to regulators.

CS and AI coursework are also becoming increasingly important in higher education. According to the 2021 AI Index, the number of undergraduates completing CS degrees in 2019 is three times higher than the number in 2010. On the graduate level, the number of AI and machine learning-specialized CS PhD graduates among all new CS PhDs in 2020 is 8.6 percentage points larger than in 2010—the most significant growth, relative to 18 other specializations.

AI is a multidisciplinary field. It is important to develop and enhance AI education programs outside of the CS domain, including humanities, arts, and social sciences. Citizen education is increasingly necessary to enable democratic participation in the age of AI. Understanding these technologies is increasingly vital for everyday life.

**Ideas to Explore**
- Build AI themes, including AI ethics and the technology’s impact on society, into Department of Education recommendations on technology and CS education.
- Engage with civil society to understand best practices and substantive options for AI educational programs.
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• Conduct a study on existing CS and other multidisciplinary education programs related to AI nationally to understand equity and inclusion issues so as to inform the development of AI education.
• Ensure executive branch policies on AI are communicated clearly to the public, with discussion of their possible impacts on society and on communities.
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